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LANGUAGE

SOFTWARE

SKILLS

English(Professional), Korean(Native), Japanese(Conversational), French(Beginner)

Adobe Creative Suite(Xd, Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, Audition), Sketch, 
InVision, Flinto, Rhino, Keyshot, Auto CAD 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

PROJECTS

EDUCATION

Skilled in service design(Journey map, Blueprint, Ecosystem map, Storyboard, Stakehold-
er map), Experience Design(Wireframe, UX/UI design), Visual Design(Branding, Graphic 
design) and hand-drawing  

Master of Arts in Service Design  
Royal College of Art, London, United Kingdom | 2019

Entrepreneurshiop Journey   
Imperial College Business School, London, United Kingdom | February–June 2018
A joint module of Royal College of Art and Imperial College Business School

Bachelor of Fine Arts in Industrial Design    
Konkuk University, Seoul, South Korea | 2016
•  Grade 4.2/4.5 GPA equivalent to U.K first-class honour degree
•  Received Outstanding Grade Scholarships five times and Foreign language scholarship two times

C V donglin.kim@network.rca.ac.uk
+44 7731 739277
www.donglinkim.com
www.linkedin.com/in/donglinkimDONGLIN KIM

Telefonica Alpha  
Royal College of Art, London, United Kingdom | October–December 2018 
•  A project aimed at helping young people to navigate life’s transitions by leveraging data
•  Selected as finalists among 23 projects by Telefonica Alpha
•  Key activities include user research, UX design, and low and high fidelity prototype testing 

Entrepreneurship Project    
Imperial College Business School, London, United Kingdom | February–June 2018 
•  Collaborated with MBA students to develop a service proposition to connect micro-businesses with angel investors 
•  Developed service blueprint, wireframe and information architecture

InMotion Jaguar Land Rover   
Royal College of Art, London, United Kingdom | January–May 2018
•  A project exploring people's changing needs around mobility especially those who are not likely to own a car
•  Designed deliverables such as journey maps, wireframes, user interfaces and service propositions

Service Designer 
Essex County Council, Chelmsford, Essex, United Kingdom | January 2020 - Present
Supporting and providing value to teams across the functions, helping them understand the end-to-end user journey, 
identify the cause of the problems, and design ways to improve customer and employee's experience. 
     •  Designed a web-based manual for employees, resulting in easier use of accessibility resources 
         (key activities include research and analysis, site map, UX design and content progress management)
     •  Identified problems and helped the contact centre managers gain clarity to the root causes that were resulting in
         operational and internal communication issues (key activities include data analysis and journey mapping)

Service Designer
Tata Consultancy Services, London, United Kingdom | July–December 2018
Collaborated with multidisciplinary teams on an agile project from research to development phases. 
Was responsible for user and stakeholder research, designing prototypes, user testings, and creating client deliverables.
     •  Digitised paper visitor logbook into a portal for a major grocery chain, which has been scaled up from 
         6 to more than 1600 stores across the UK
     •  Streamlined the visitor sign up process which saved store managers’ time by 50%
     •  Uncovered the complexity and ine�ciency of manual visitor log procedures by developing an ecosystem map 
         through interviews with multiple stakeholders

Designer & Marketing Team Intern
American Chamber of Commerce, Seoul, South Korea | June–September 2015 
Designed digital and physical assets such as webpages, signs, and a stage for AMCHAM’s largest annual event, 
which was attended by 2000 members from 103 international firms including Microsoft and Ford 
     •  Saved up to 10 million Won for the cost for outsourcing design agency in the previous years by managing 
         the entire process from designing 100+ event items, ordering and ensuring timely delivery of the items at the event 
     •  Established a new sponsorship agreement with Borny Korea and managed partnerships with six firms 
 
Graphic and Editorial Designer
Self-employed, Seoul, South Korea | 2013–2015 
Designed layouts for printed materials and created illustrations for books, brochures and graphics



Link to the site:
https://essexcountycouncil.github.io/essex-county-council-digital-manual

Role:
Research, site map, content structure, UX design, 
information architecture, content progress management

Year 2020

Essex County Council Digital Manual

ABOUT

HELPING COLLEAGUES DESIGN AND 

DELIVER DIGITAL SERVICES THAT ARE 

USABLE, ACCESSIBLE AND CONSISTENT.

ABOUT

The digital manual is a collection of best practice tools 
and guidance to help design and deliver high quality, 
consistent and cost effective services.



HOW MIGHT WE EMPOWER YOUNG PEOPLE TO 
NAVIGATE LIFE’S TRANSITIONS SUCCESSFULLY 
BY LEVERAGING DATA? 

STRETCH YOUR POTENTIAL

Selected as a finalist among 23 projects by Telefonica Alpha

ABOUT
This project was in partnership with Alpha, an innovation facility from 
Telefonica. The mission was to help young people aged between 16-24 to 
optimise their personal decisions to navigate life’s transitions 
successfully and increase happiness.

Client   Telefonica Alpha
Duration   Oct 2018 - Jan 2019
Team  Ally Rosam, Karen Rozenbaum
Role   Service Designer, User Researcher, UX/UI Designer



SOLUTION

Dough is a peer-to-peer discovery app for 
young people to help them better under-
stand themselves and others in the world 
of work. It provides opportunities to 
learn from and become inspired by 
professionals sharing how they work and 
their work environments.

PROBLEM

Even with the information that exists about new jobs 
and technology, young people had little knowledge of 
emerging roles outside traditional careers. Also, due 
to the high levels of anxiety, they were struggling to 
envision what they could become in the future. As a 
consequence, they were making an uninformed 
decision in auto-pilot mode. 



INSPIRATION FROM 
PROFESSIONALS

By showing videos created by 
professionals themselves and 
providing them randomly to 
explore, Dough allows users 
to broaden their perspective 
regarding work.

DETAILS BEYOND 
JOB DESCRIPTIONS

See how people work, what 
they do and what the environ-
ment is like. Users can learn 
working lifestyle and personal 
details that help them imagine 
what their life would be.

DISCOVERING HOW YOU 
MIGHT LIKE TO WORK

Dough learns and analyses 
users’ reactions to each video 
and provides data in the form 
of a profile about how they 
might like to work and what 
might be important to them, 
which facilitates greater 
self-awareness.

ABOUT DOUGH



HOW IT WORKS

Professionals upload a video and select 
keywords from a pre-populated list of 
categories. These are used to label the videos.

The professionals will be able to access data such 
as viewing stats and comments. They will be able 
to see what young people across the service are 
interested in relation to work and provide the 
opportunity to connect with other professionals 
and young people based on their Dough profiles.

HOME UPLOAD PROFILEDASHBOARD

Upload

Add description

Characteristics of your industry

Other

Other

Soft skills needed

Other

Where you work in the video

Other

How you work 

Other

Role type

DigitalTechnology

Problem-solving Risk-taking

Office environment

Solo work Require direction

Task-oriented Digital-oriented

RECORD AND UPLOAD 
VIDEOS SHOWING HOW 
YOU WORK

ACCESS TO DASHBOARD

YOUR VIDEO PROFILE

Flexible
hours

Problem-solving
Digital

Technology

Solo work

Require
Direction

Digital oriented

Office 
environment

Risk-takingTask-oriented

PROFILE AND MATCHES

Watch videos with similar Dough profiles!

COMMENTS

10h  Reply

JJames

I didn’t know that you guys are 
opening such events!

10h  Reply

junn120

That stickers on laptops lol that’s 
just like mine. 

10h  Reply

Shphia

I want to work for a company like 
yours. Do you have any internships 
available? 

10h  Reply

IDe12

Do you have any chances to work 
on the client side?

Renatta
Talent Academy

Daniel
HomeIoT

TREND

Popular categories

Technology

Digital Problem-solving Risk-taking

Digital-oriented

HOME UPLOAD PROFILEDASHBOARD

SHOW MORELEARN MORE SHOW MORE

SHOW MORE

Role Task-oriented, Risk-taking

Soft skills Problem-solving

Industry Digital, Technology
Digital oriented

Work type Office environment
Flexible hours

When young people start using Dough, the 
labels of the first 5 videos will be binary so we 
can start to learn about the user. For 
subsequent videos there will be multiple 
labels relating to each category, allowing the 
service to build a more sophisticated and 
personalised profile. 

The service will collect the metadata from the 
videos that the young people like or dislike and it 
will calculate the most frequent data sets and 
create clusters, which will be visualised through the 
Dough profile.

WATCH AND REACT 
TO VIDEOS

RECEIVE A PERSONALISED 
‘DOUGH PROFILE’ 
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UNDERSTANDING
PROCESS: HOW WE GOT THERE

In order to understand how young people actually think about work, 
we conducted three rounds of interviews and workshop.

1. They had little consideration about 
    the future of work
2. They were struggling to envision what they 
    could become in the future
3. They picked a career first and adjust 
    themselves afterwards

1. They make trade-offs with easier options, 
     giving up what they like to do
2. They feel highly pressured and make 
    decisions in auto-pilot mode.
3. They make decisions without exploring 
    future possibilities

PAIN POINTS

IMPLICATIONS
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In order to understand how young people actually think about work, 
we conducted three rounds of interviews and workshop.

1. They had little consideration about 
    the future of work
2. They were struggling to envision what they 
    could become in the future
3. They picked a career first and adjust 
    themselves afterwards

1. They make trade-offs with easier options, 
     giving up what they like to do
2. They feel highly pressured and make 
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3. They make decisions without exploring 
    future possibilities

PAIN POINTS

IMPLICATIONS

FROM INSIGHTS TO PROPOSITION

Open up possibilities instead of closing them down

Changing the first step from picking a career to 
understanding yourself better 

Changing from auto-pilot mode to more informed decisions, 
   allowing them to be more conscious and in control of their future



We discovered that there are moments and phases during decision-making journeys. In pre-experience phase, 
young people talk and interact with professionals and learn from their experiences. They often feel positive 
because they can compare their expectations with reality and gain practical information about the real-world.

WHAT IS PRE-EXPERIENCE?

JOURNEY MAP OF ‘DECIDING WHAT I WANT TO BE’

Our strategy is to expand the ‘pre-experience’ phase 
throughout the decision-making journey 
by harnessing the positive feeling and the level of 
understanding that it allows, by enabling young 
people to interact with professionals whilst allowing 
them to learn from those interactions.

FROM INSIGHTS 
TO PROPOSITION

PROCESS: HOW WE GOT THERE



Are videos the right medium 
to inspire young people? 

WHAT WE DID

Showed four 20-second videos from a lawyer, 
designer, developer and blogger and observed their 
reactions.

TESTING RESULT

All participants were really engaged with the videos 
because they were authentic and created by 
professionals. The personal details and lifestyles, like 
fun stickers on a computer, made the most impact as it 
helped them to relate jobs to their lives and offered 
insights they often cannot get from traditional career 
descriptions.

Stickers on laptop Free snacks Environment

PROTOTYPE & TESTING
PROCESS: HOW WE GOT THERE



PROTOTYPE & TESTING
PROCESS: HOW WE GOT THERE

How would people react differently 
to each video as well to each other?

WHAT WE DID

Showed four 20-second videos from a lawyer, 
designer, developer and blogger and observed their 
reactions.

WHAT WE VALIDATED

Every participant chose different videos 
and reacted differently, which supports our theory 
that the profile we are creating is unique to each 
person. 



PROTOTYPE & TESTING
PROCESS: HOW WE GOT THERE

Does personalised profile actually help 
young people to understand 
themselves better?

WHAT WE DID

A/B Testing, Card sorting on service branding, Low-fidelity 
prototype, Designed three different variations of profiles 
tailored to workshop participants showing characteristics and 
personalised information. 

TESTING RESULT

The feedback was very positive. They said it gave them relevant 
information about themselves and not others, which is the 
reverse of most other platforms and social media sites they 
engage with. 



EMPOWERING INDIVIDUALS TO MANAGE BACK PAIN BY TAILORING 
SUPPORT TO THEIR PHYSICAL CONDITION AND LIFESTYLE

Duration   Feb - May 2019
Role   Service Designer, User Researcher, UX/UI Designer

BACK CARE COMPANION

BACKGROUND
It is estimated that up to 8 in every 10 people in the UK are affected by back pain. 
It also causes millions of lost working days equating to £10 billion of indirect cost each year. 

PROBLEM
It is crucial to provide multiple angles of support to back pain sufferers so that they can build 
healthy habits and move from temporary treatments to sustainable change. However, most 
existing products and services focus on a single function or general exercises. Also, lack of 
support on self-managing pain is leading to developing fear avoidant strategies and 60 
waiting days increase the risk of back problem becoming chronic.



Bandi is a service aimed at empowering young people to
self-manage their back pain by tailoring support to their physical 
condition and lifestyle. 

Contextual back care

By capitalising on locational and 
activity data, Bandi suggests a 
personalised back care exercises 
that users can easily engage. It also 
provides information that they 
need to take charge of their back 
pain. 

Personalised programme

It provides step-by-step exercises 
and stretches that align with users' 
daily routine to reduce pain and 
feel better, rather than adding 
another burden to complete a 
workout. 

Facilitate self-evaluation 

Users can self-evaluate their 
posture by taking photos with the 
Bandi app and visualise and 
compare their daily activities. 

SOLUTION: BANDI



SOLUTION: BANDI

Connecting with 
clinicians

Tailored support

Coping with pain 

Layers of 
service

Connect with a physiotherapist for a 
video or audio consultation to enable 
early intervention for back pain.

Subscribe to a 
personalised 
programme that 
provides direct 
and customised 
support.

Evaluate your posture
by using your phone 
camera. AI and 
motion recognition will 
help you correct and 
learn more about your 
posture.

Receive personalised 
exercise suggestion 
and back care 
information. 

Bandi uses locational 
and activity data to 
provide  contextual 
and customised 
support. 

Early
intervention

Direct support 
for building habits

Learning more
about back care and health

Consultation with a physiotherapist

Posture evaluation 
and correction

9:41

When would you like to book?

August

14:00 PM    Apr  29  2019

Continue

14:17, 29th Apr 2019

Michelle

Relieving and recording pain

00.00

12.00

18.00 06.00

20:15

May 29

8h 24m Office

3h 15m Home 

41m Walking 

Habit building programme Posture correction

Basic exercises Contextual suggestion and learning

Empower 
individuals to 

self-manage back 
pain and prevent 

reoccurrence



BANDI INTERACTIVE PROTOTYPE

INITIAL QUESTIONSCREATE AN ACCOUNT



BANDI 
INTERACTIVE PROTOTYPE

MAIN PAGE

CONNECT WITH A PHYSIOTHERAPIST

STRETCHING GUIDELINES

PROFILE 

ACHIEVEMENTS



From interviews and workshops with 
back pain sufferers and physiotherapists, 
I discovered that there were patterns 
that progressively make the pain worse 
and increase the chance of reoccurence.

BEHAVIOURAL
PATTERNS

UNDERSTANDING
PROCESS: HOW WE GOT THERE



 “I did Squats and 
Planks (…) But I 
realized that was a 
burden for my back 
and my back pain got 
worse” -Jihee (25)

Lack of education 
and difficulty in 
self-evaluation 
cause inappropriate
treatment

Pain triggers 
temporary 
actions and 
treatments 

TEMPORARY TREATMENTS

LACK OF EDUCATION

Negative cycle that makes back pain sufferers to feel out of control and be 
reluctant to do activities which is detrimental to managing back pain.

Pain Go to hospital

* No medical 
   condition 
   identified
* Recommended 
   to do exercise

Register for
exercise class

First class

Fear of pain

Painful when 
moves

Get rest Avoid activity
Not continuing 
exercise

Decreased level 
of activity

Get worse

NEGATIVE CYCLE
PATTERN PATTERN

PATTERN
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reluctant to do activities which is detrimental to managing back pain.

Pain Go to hospital

* No medical 
   condition 
   identified
* Recommended 
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Fear of pain
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of activity

Get worse

NEGATIVE CYCLE
PATTERN PATTERN

PATTERN

Provide multiple angles of support simultaneously

Move from temporary treatment to sustainable change

Align with each person’s lifestyle and physical condition

FROM INSIGHTS TO PROPOSITION



SUCCESS FACTORS FOR RECOVERING BACK PAIN

Step by step
guide tailored
to individuals

Education

Accumulate
positive

experiences

Lead to
positive

behavioural
change

FROM INTERVIEWS WITH PHYSIOTHERAPISTS

Those who recover are often less fearful of their pain 
and therefore don’t show as much maladaptive 
behaviour of stop exercising. – Ashleigh J, Physiotherapist.

Setting really realistic goals. Short-term goals such as 
simply walking, or it could be completing an exercising 
session. Positive experience is usually when they 
achieve something. – Michelle Lacey, Physiotherapist.

2. Positive experiences help break the fear of moving

1. The primary success factor is breaking the fear of moving

PROCESS: HOW WE GOT THERE



FROM PHYSIOTHERAPISTSHOW BANDI APPLIED THE LEARNINGS



PROTOTYPE & TESTING

‘Because it makes me feel urgent and do 
something; otherwise, I am gonna lose 
something’.

PROTOTYPE
BANDI BACKCARE 

INFORMATION (MAIN PAGE)

Framing the language

PURPOSE

According to The Nudge Theory by Richard and Cass, 
people’s choices depend on the way in which 
problems are stated. Inspired by this theory, I 
developed low-fidelity prototypes and A/B tested 
how users reacted differently depending on the way 
the language was framed and information was 
provided.

TESTING RESULT

Providing negative information, such as ‘why sitting 
for a long time is not good for your health’, created 
the perception that it is urgent to take action.

PROCESS: HOW WE GOT THERE



PROTOTYPE & TESTING

Interaction & experience

PURPOSE

Tested the overall experience with or without using 
facial expressions to interact with users.

‘The app feels more interactive 
and engaging with facial feedback’. 

PROTOTYPE BANDI

PROCESS: HOW WE GOT THERE



‘...give me options because when right after I got out 
of a long flight, there might be certain postures that 
are difficult to follow, depending on where I am’.

Stretching guidelines

PURPOSE

To test multiple prototypes of stretching guidelines to get 
feedback on whether they are engaging and clear to follow.

FEEDBACK

When it comes to exercising, testing participants preferred 
having more options and seeing what postures they would 
expect in order to select ones that they could do while 
away from home.

PROTOTYPE BANDI STRETCHING

PROTOTYPE & TESTING
PROCESS: HOW WE GOT THERE



Employer
(customer)

EmployeesIndividuals
(Customer)

END-USERS

FITNESS APPS

Connect Subscribe

Sync data for 
additional features and
supportsConnect

PHYSIOTHERAPISTS

Individuals
(Customer)

POTENTIAL PARTNERSHIPS

RESEARCH&
CONTENTS DEVELOPMENT

PRODUCT &
SERVICE DEVELOPMENT

Subscribe Provide
Refer

Refer

Google Fit Apple Health

SYSTEM OVERVIEW



PROJECT BRIEF

Weeve is a project in collaboration with InMotion, a venture 
powered by Jaguar Land Rover. The mission was to develop a 
mobility service for urban millennial professionals who are not 
likely to own a car. The key consideration was to add value to their 
existing platform called Liquid, which is a high-end car rental 
service that delivers and picks up cars directly to customers.

DEVELOPING A MOBILITY SERVICE FOR URBAN 
MILLENNIAL PROFESSIONALS WHO ARE NOT 
LIKELY TO OWN A CAR

MOVE, MEET, CONNECT

Client   InMotion Jaguar Land Rover
Duration   Jan - May 2018
Team   Inji Shin, Preedashanok, Jieun Lee
Role   Service Designer, User Researcher, UX/UI Designer



INSIGHTS FROM RESEARCH

We interviewed 16 professionals and visited meetups 
and workplaces to understand target users’ mobility 
experience in London.

From research, we came to understand that there were 
not only functional but also social needs for using cars. 
Young professionals were using vehicles as a tool for 
making their relationship stronger and spend time with 
people they value in business and personal contexts.

Field Research

Storyboard

Field Research Interview

Interview & Test UI prototype

Journey Map Mapping



“My team members and 
I use taxi when we have to 
go to work at 
inconvenience times.”

Yang (FX Support Manager, 28)

“Sometimes we use 
it(cars) after social 
activities.” 

Liz (Banker, 27)

“I used Uber or taxi with my 
boss when I went on a 
business trip to attend a 
conference.” 

Noa (Sales team at a 
startup company, 23)

James is participating in a conference to meet 
people and find potential client and partners. 

1

S C ENAR I O 2    J am e s

Needs

Mobility for business needs
Recommendations on mobility options
tailored to situation

2

3

But the location is far from his office, 
so he has to use a taxi or rental service. 

But it is hassle for James to book a car and at the same
time manage schedule and people who’s joining his trip.

Co-founder and Sales Manager of BETEC

S C ENAR I O 1    E l l e n

Ellen’s family members are visiting London to
see her.

1

But she is extreamly busy that she can’t afford 
time to plan everything to fit her family’s requirements

3

She's wondering which transportation would be 
most convenient and which itinery to take.

2

Needs

Hospitality 
Travel planning assistant
Variety of mobility choices and plans

PERSONAS & SCENARIOS



TRANSFORM YOUR CAR RIDES INTO 
MEANINGFUL TIME TO SOCIALISE

Weeve is a service for young professionals to 
create customised groups and carpool with 
people in the group tailored to their needs and 
situations from leisure to business travel. 
It supports young professionals to build up 
connections through shared car rides. 

SERVICE PROPOSITION: WEEVE
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